**Zimbabwe**

The ruins of Zimbabwe are the largest ancient stone construction south of the Sahara. When the British colonial rulers of the region found the site, they could not accept that the indigenous people of the region were capable of constructing anything as impressive as Great Zimbabwe. Finally, after years of dispute, an archaeological team composed only of women proved the African genesis of the stone ruins Great Zimbabwe.

The Karanga people ruled a vast inland African empire from about 1000 to 1600CE. The Karanga were traders and sailors who smelted gold and traded it on the shores of the Indian Ocean in exchange for glass beads and porcelain from as far away as China. European explorers discovered vast stone ruins of the Karanga in 1867. The local people called the site Zimbabwe, which means “stone dwelling” in Bantu, the language of the region.

The ruins seem to have been the spiritual and religious center of a city of perhaps as many as 20,000 people. The sixty-acre site is situated atop a high plateau. Its builders used granite and other stones to form walls up to thirty-six feet high and twenty feet thick. Evidence suggests that the structure was built in the tenth century and abandoned about five hundred years later.

British settlers colonized the region by the time they discovered the ruins of Great Zimbabwe. The settlers named the land Rhodesia, after Cecil Rhodes, the founder of their settlement. The colonists were unwilling to believe that sub-Saharan Africans could have built anything as grand as Zimbabwe; they theorized that ancient Phoenicians, Arabs, Romans, or Hebrews created the structures. In 1902, British Museum director Richard Hall destroyed portions of the site in an unsuccessful attempt to prove that it had been built by a foreign civilization. Three years later, archaeologist David Randall-MacIver wrote that Zimbabwe was “unquestionably African in every detail.” In 1929, the colonial rulers allowed an expedition of women led by Gertrude Caton-Thompson to excavate the site. The colonial settlers were outraged when Caton-Thompson’s team confirmed Randall-MacIver’s findings that Africans created the ruins of Great Zimbabwe.

The British granted independence to the descendants of the immigrants in 1953, but Rhodesia’s new white-majority government continued to deny the Great Zimbabwe’s African origin. They argued the land was empty of people and culture before the settlers arrived. In 1980, after years of civil war, the white minority government allowed people of all races to vote. The black majority of Rhodesia discarded their colonial name and, looking to the past for nobler origins, chose to rename their nation Zimbabwe.

*This is a higher order learning question. Any reasonable answer will be graded as correct. ©2015 Mike Dowling, www.mrdowling.com. All Rights Reserved.*
Fill in the Blanks

The K____________ people were great t__________ who exchanged g______ for goods from many faraway places. E_______________ explorers discovered the stone r________ of the Karanga in 18_____. The site was called Z______________, which was a B_______ term that means “s________ d____________.”

The Europeans did not believe that the people of sub-S____________ Africa built Z______________, but e____________________ in 19____ proved the site was created by the i_____________ people of the region. The white c__________ government of R___________ tried to convince the world that the land was devoid of p__________ and c__________ when they arrived. Rhodesia allowed all adults to vote in 1980, and soon after, the black m____________ of the nation discarded their *c__________ name and chose Z______________, the name of the great s________ ruins.

Answer in complete sentences

*1. How do you think we know the Karanga smelted gold and traded with China?

*2. How did the location of Timbuktu help it to become a great trading city?

3. What was Timbuktu known for in addition to trade?

4. Why did Timbuktu decline in influence?